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ABSTIftCT

We have discussed here the qualifications of the equation

(3Q + <? 3k )t =-KTI|I , where 3 ; , o are the Pauli spin matrices,

T 3 s the linear operator which changes the sign of t , K = m c/ii and

ip a function with two components, as a suitable wave equation for a

spin j - particle with non-zero rest mass. We have established that both

components of al l i t s solutions satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation and

that a 1-1 correspondence can be set up between i ts solutions and the

positive energy solutions of the lirac equation which preserves inner

products (suitably defined for our case). We have then gone on to show

covariance under transformations of the proper Lorentz group as also

under space and time inversions and translations. Eigenfunctions of

energy-momentum and spin have been explicitly found and i t is shown that

causality is preserved and a Green's function exists.

A l i s t appears, at the end, of points to be discussed in Part II

of this p aper, points which) It is hoped, will complete the acceptability

of the theory.
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I. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

We present here some definitions, notations and results which will "be

needed for the integrated presentation of a physical theory in Sec.II onwards.

1.
1

The operators T and K
1
T

Consider the class of functions of space-time variables

suffixes = 0,1,2,3; x° = ct) of the form e i k x

(Greek

gfx1) (Latin suffixes = 1,2,31

where k is a real number and g(x )fcL (E ). Denote the linear space over

complex numbers generated by them as % . Let the linear space of solutions

of the Klein-Gordon equation, ffx11), such that

- o f t .^

be denoted by X .

Define the linear operator T over

T ftx^x1) = ft

and

by

(1.1)

and the linear operator K over % by

«•**•* k>Q

(1.2)

The domain of definition of T is obviously extensible to include all

functions of our theory which will belong either to $ + £ or be linear

combinations of plane waves.

•) The word operator has been used for any mapping of a subset of the linear

space of functions of x into itself; not merely for operators on the

underlying Hilbert space of the theory.
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Let f(xW)£L (B,dx ). Then we may write
, r co

and the natural extension of (1.2) gives, as definition of K over the

above class

* ,,,,

vhich Identifies K as i times the Hilbert transform operator.

If f(x W)e£, it may "be written as

where 0

K over

Jk^ + k2 + k3 + ** and A(fci), Bf^Jfc^fR3

could be defined by

Again,

(HO

provided the definitions (1.3) and (l.lt) gave the same result for K f(x")

if f(xM)€ L Op,dx ) flit . Since this can be proved, we have a consistent

definition for all functions that may arise in our work - the definition

over combinations of plane waves being obvious.

2, Some results involving T and K

(a) fi = I (the identity operator) implying

K = K~\ {i (I+K)}2 - \ (I+K), {\ (I-K)}2

(b) K-^-^3 K . o

3x 3x
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(d) K T + T K = 0

(e) K

where / denotes the Cauchy principal value and f is such that the right-

hand side exists.

All the above results are either easily established or are well known.

[In (e) and ( f ) , i t may be noted that the right-hand sides certainly

exist if f(u,x i)6I.2(R,du) for almost every x1 . ]

3, Inner product space of two component functions

Consider two-component functions

Writing

and

K)

=-§•(! (1.5)

and assuming that t and ^ip belong to the domain of the operators

involved, we define an inner product on the two-component functions space as



(1.6)

where T+Ji means
T ifj

+ l and (T+i|O
+ - ( ( T ^ ) * (T+<|<2)«), -with stars

denoting complex conjugation.

It is easily verified that the above definition satisfies the

requirements of an inner product space.

II. THE EQUATION (3Q + o \ ) * = -*T* S ITS RELATION WITH THE KLEIN-

GORDON AMU DIRAC EQUATIONS

1. We examine the qualifications of the following non-local l inear

equation as a suitable wave equation for a particle with spin — and rest

mass ran 4 0:

(2.1)

3 k
vhere 3 • —— , <j are the Paull matrices. T Is the operator defined
in Sec.I of Chapter I , i|i is a two-component wave function and < - jn^c/n.

I t i s more or less obvious that the equation will present various
diff icul t ies , e.g. interpretation of energy; relegating these matters to
later sections, we f i rs t show that both components of every solution satisfy
the Klein-Gordon equation.

Operating on i t s left by 3n - am3 , we get

= KT

using the result I T + T3Q - 0.

Thus, since amo*- + a V 1 - 26mk e ( 2 ) ( e ( n ) being the n * n

identity matrix), the above reduces to
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(since T = I ) , i . e . the Klein-Gordon equation.

We now proceed to establish a connection between (2.1) and the

Dirao equation.

Pre-operating by (1+K) and (l+K)T successively, the equation

gives

and

(2.2)

again using the anticommutation of T and 3 Q as also the facts (i)

IT - I and (ii) all other pairs of operators commute.

We now set

X f =. (2-3)

It follows that

(2.3a.)

Eqs.(2.2), after multiplication throughout by i ana -i, respectively,

may be rewritten in terms of * and V as:

and

{2.10



Writing

(2.3b)

where $ la a four-component function, Eqs.(2.1») may be combined into one

equation

'0 -

(2.5)

(2.6)

where the Y^'S are given explicit ly in (2.5) , i . e . the Blrae equation.

We have thus established that for every solution of (2.1) there is
a unique (four-component) solution of the Dlrae equation.

We shall ca l l this mapping J noting that i t is given Jointly by
(2.3) and (2.3a) and that i t is defined not only for solat1.on (2.1) but
for a l l tvo-eomponen* functions if they belong to the doBBin of T and K.

We now look for the inverse mapping of j) .

liet be any_ solution of the Dirac equation written I* the form

(2.1*). Thenpre-operating on the second equation by -T talt afiBng to the

f i r s t , we get, dropping the factor i ,

which implies that (t-Tf) is a solution of (2.1). However, i f we wish to
recover the starting * and Y by f i rs t taking

(2.7)

and then using Eqs.(2.3) to recover the * and , it is easily seen that

*)is a conventional positivethis will happen if and only i f the Btarting

energy solution of the Dirac equation.

We have thus established that a 1-1 correspondence can he set up
between the solutions of {2,1) and the conventional positive energy solutions
of the Dirac equation; the mapping J being given jointly by (2.3) and
(2. 3b) and the universe mapping ,) by (2.7).

[Any alteration in the representation used for the Y 'a will a l t e r
the same for (2.1); details can easily be worked out.]

2. Covarlance under the proper Lorentt group; probability density and
currentjhillnear covarlants

The correspondence 3 a n d $~ 3 e t UP i n t n e earlier section leads

the way to establishing the covariance of (2.1) under transformations of

the proper Lorentz group.

We first fix the bi-uniform mapping of 2*2 unimodular complex

matrices onto elements of the proper Lorentz group by fixing the fundamental

second rank spinor X\- as in Corson [l]

oc'-x1

We then have the fundamental numerical spin tensor gw given by [l]

and the related spinor tensor given by

*) The word "conventional"«ill be used to indicate th*t i a the preamt

theory the concept of energy will be altered (see See. 3).

- 7 -
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Using the above spin tensors, we may rewrite (2.I4} as

— ^ *.•«*'

and

* * " *
(2.8)

Let the primed inertial frame he connected to the initial inertial

frame (unprimed) by the t ransformation

and let the corresponding transformations for firBt rank covariant and

dotted contravaxient spinors he

(s) and (S) are inverse matrices, i.e. s S = S
1 A \s

formula for i|)' (xv ) is given by

The transformation

A - T

r

S C^

(2.9)

where the upper suffix (A) has no transformational significance; it

merely denotes the component number.

It follows from the DIrac theory that *^ (= s 3 ^ ) and T C (= S ^

are the upper and lower halves of a solution of the Dirac equation in the

primed frame and, from our earlier work, therefore, i|i' = t' - I ' * ' is a

solution of our equation in this frame. However, in order that the

correspondence between solutions in the two frames ~oe one to one, it is

necessary that *' and "Fr be both conventional positive energy functions.

This follows from the facts that (i)* and V are such and (ii) proper

Lorentz transformations keep intact the positive energy nature of •••

(2.9) is thus the correct transformation formula; i t only remains

to find a U-vector i , the probability density current vector. This can

be done by following the Dirao theory, where

^ = . t <j> V *

giving, in the representation used,

In the language of our theory

and

Jointly,

1 LA

The conservation of probability equation

(2.10)

(2.10a)

follows from the Dirac theory; alternatively, it may be established ab initio,

the procedure presenting no difficulty.

We may summarize the covariance of our equation as follows: "Every

solution of the equation may be written as

-9- -10-



where * e£(= | (I + K) (<£+€)) and " e g ^ - | (I - K) (£ + £)) . *
transforms,under proper Lorentz transformations, as a f i rs t rank covarisnt

spinor and -T* ( i . e . f) as a dotted contravariant f i rs t rank spinor. ty'

then is *' - T ' f ."

The postulates necessary to make the theory "based on Eq.(2.l)
acceptable will be discussed in detail la ter ; however, this is a suitable
place tc consider one of them. We have, from the conservation of probability
e q u a t i •.:.•;

where the integral on the right-hand side, over all space, vanishes for

rapidly falling off i>'s - as in conventional theories. This would imply the

preservation of the length of an undisturbed state vector at all times if

we introduce an inner product on our linear space of two component functions

as in (1.3).

We finish this section "by a brief discussion of the bilinear co-

variants of the theory. Since we have not yet discussed space and time

inversions, a contravariant vector will be taken to mean a set of four

quantities 1}^ which transform like x y under a proper Lorentz trans-

formation; similarly for tensors.

(i) Scalars

(a) _*)+ (T+ijO = (TjO *B (T+*)B= Y*B*B

(b) Complex conjugate of above, i . e . (T+i|i)f (TJi)

( i i ) Vectors

(a) (T+*)B

( c ) guAB

( e ) t h e c o m p l e x c o n j u g a t e s o f ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c ) a n d ( d ) .

°v-1
- n -

2 z zz z

It may te noted that, from (2.i0a)

i i i) Tensors

We give here just one example of a second rank tensor

contravariant in both indices

A further list will appear after we have considered inversions and, even then,

only of those which have some "bearing on our theory.

3. Solutions of (£.1); eifienfunetions of energy-momentum and spin;
causality and the Hamiltonian

By actually solving the equation, we find that i t has no pure plane

wave solutions; however, i t does have as solutions two linearly independent

mixtures of a backward and a forward wave. These we take as

1 t>tt»>

and

(2.11)

where k , are any tliree real numbers, not a l l zero
/ 2

, k = + //k
2 2+ k + k̂ »

k . = + Vk + K j X(k ) and v y ( k . ) are a r b i t r a r y functions of k. and

-12-



It is apparent that these solutions are point-vise orthogonal and
therefore orthogonal under the Inner product (l.6). We identify them as

eigenstates of spin.

Further, if we make the conventional identification

they are seen to be eigenstates of 3-momentum corresponding to the eigenvaues

•"nk, (ft over l e t t e r s indicates the corresponding operator).

If, however, we adopt the usual Senrodinger replacement

they are no longer eigenstates of energy. The difficulty may be obviated

by postulating

£

a postulate whose validity and consequence*(re hope to discuss in a la ter paper.
2 ^

We can now write down the general solution belonging to I (B )

(2-12)

where A(k,) and ii(k.) are arbitrary functions of k. subject to the
2 3restr ict ion that they "belong to L (IR ) so as to ensure the existence of

the integrals on the right-hand side (in the sense of Plancherel).

I t i s obvious from the arbitrary nature of X(k ) and uCk )̂ that the

solution at a general time i s uniquely and completely determined if the wave

function at t = t . i s prescribed. Denoting i t by *(tQ ,x ) and assuming i t

to belong to L (E^), i t may be written as a Fourier integral

below

and

Omitting the elementary analysis, the general solution, in terms of

and. $2Q, is aeen to be (£.12) with X(k.) and u(k, ) now determined as

where aQ • kct.

We note ( i ) that causality is preserved in the sense that the solution
at a general time i s fixed if iKt^.x ) is prescribed and ( i i ) that a Green's
function exists - obtainable by changing the order of integration and in-
troducing distributions if necessary. A fuller discussion of the Green's
function will follow la te r .

The Hamiltonian of our theory is given by •

CAk$£

with H denoting the new Hamiltonian.

h. Space Inversion

Eq..(2.l) when pre-operated by -iRT gives

(2.13)

-13-



If we now invert space, i,e, change to i" where

and put

(2.lit)
5- Time layersion

Changing variables according to

(£.15) (£.18)

ve obtain in Eqs.(2.lO, after'complex conjugation, we get

0' 0
alnee x « x .

(2.16)

This establishes the covarianee of our equation under space inversion

provided J behaves in the desired manner. To check this, we observe that

(2.17)

and

where we have put

(2.19)

2 2
Pre-operating the f i r s t by— o and the second by -o T' and adding,

we obtain

A similar manipulation gives

Since t dependence i s unaffected by (2.1*0, the right-hand sides of

(2.17) and (2.17a) are - i * ' ana i t ' respectively. Substituting these in

(2.10) we get

as required.

The parity operator is given by (2.15); it can, of course, be

changed by a phase factor, We take P —

(2.20)

which is the original equation in the primed frame providing we put

which gives the transformation formula from the unpriced to tbc prlaed

-15-
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The transformation properties of J can, again, be easily checked. ACKHCWLEDGMENTS
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which then is a solution of our equation in the primed frame with a unique

state in the unprimed frame corresponding to it..

Behaviour of iv is as in the Dirac theory.

It may be noted, in general, that

We end this paper with some

COMMEHTS

1. Putting K = 0, we get one of Weyl's equations.

2. Part II will consists of (l) consideration of the non-
relativistic limit leading to the Rauli-Schrodinger
equation (ii) discussion of interaction of charged particles
with A (i i i ) the antiparticle equation (iv) the con-
ventional C, P, T operators and, In an appendix, the con-
sequences of any new postulates we have made in this paper.
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